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ABOUT ME

I am passionate about taking on new challenges, integrating emerging technologies, and crafting optimal solutions
to diverse problems. I am self-critical and always open to constructive feedback as a means to continually progress
professionally. While my primary expertise lies in Backend development, I’ve diversified my skill set by learning
different technologies to deliver end-to-end systems.

EXPERIENCE

04/2021 – Now Freelance developer
Development of multiple plugins for Wordpress integrating different payment methods, services
and systems via API REST.

Development of 4 Full Stack Web projects in Laravel, including all its phases, integrated via
API Rest to corresponding plugins in Wordpress:
- System to store and distribute codes safely and maintaining data integrity.
- System to obtain orders from clients in real time and allow them to be managed by staff.
- System to integrate multiple payment methods and provide payment service at different points
of sale.
- System to manage gift card products and the integration between each product and a gift card
provider.

Development of Python desktop APP for integrating products between Wordpress website
and SOAP Web Service.

Development of e-commerce frontend using React.
Wordpress / Laravel / Python / React

06/2019 – 04/2021
part time

Developer Iexen

Approached different challenges using different technologies, autonomously and as a team.
Salesforce certification and app development. Development andmaintenance of web andmobile
applications. Integration with multiple REST services. Worked in contact with customer require-
ments.
Salesforce / Symfony / Yii / Ionic

07/2018 – 12/2018
part time

IT technician UdelaR

DNS system maintenance and program configuration for data migration.
Linux / Talend / Networks

EDUCATION

2014 – 2022 Bachelor in Computer Science Facultad de Ingeniería (UdelaR, Uruguay)

During my degree I learned the fundamentals of computer science and system development. I
was able to solve complex problems, working as a team and individually. I integrated problem-
solving approaches, technologies and tools into my learning experience.

LANGUAGES

Spanish - native
English - advanced (FCE Cert + CAE prep)
Portuguese - basic
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